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AVANT-GARDE ELEGANCE

AVAILABLE COLOURS 

M A R Q U I N A  N E R O
col lect ion

 

Tiles from the Marquina collection are a suggestion for those who look 
for a more avantgarde solution, worthy of the most exquisite of spaces.   
The surface, in elegant shades of black, distinguishes itself by the  
densely scattered veining patterns, thanks to which the interior acquires 
the look of tasteful elegance. The Marquina collection presents itself 
amazingly, as it fluidly transitions from floor to wall, giving the interior 
depth, elegance and style.

SURFACE FINISH

Polished

DIMENSIONS

119,7 x 279,7 cm



6766

Marquina nero 120 x 280

/ nero

The great advantage of marble is its universal nature, as it looks  
exceptional in both, classic and modern designs. It’s a perfect foun-
dation for an economic and minimalistic design and it looks wonderful  
in a duet with natural wood and wood like tiles alike.



6968

/ nero

Marble tiles are a timeless, practical and universal idea for 
any interior design concept. Regardless of where they’re used, 
the tiles will bring lots of character and a unique atmosphere  
to any interior.

Marquina nero 120 x 280
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7170

Marquina nero

119,7 x 279,7

 

polished

5903313327541 4 0,6 cm

    - polished finish          - rectified tile           - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness



7372

CLASSIC STYLE IN A NEW VERSION

AVAILABLE COLOURS 

M A R Q U I N A  G O L D
col lect ion

 

The collection with densely dispersed golden veining gives every  
interior an elegant, noble and glamorous feel. Inspired by fine marble, 
the Marquina porcelain stoneware tile collection is primarily intended 
for fans of elegant, timeless interiors arranged with a subtle reference  
to the latest trends. The tones of the tiles perfectly represent the  
complex veining of natural stone, giving any space the look and feel  
of luxurious ambience.

SURFACE FINISH

Matt / Polished

DIMENSIONS

119,7 x 279,7 cm



7574

Marquina gold 120 x 280

The tonal motif of the tiles perfectly portrays the intricate  
network of veining patterns found in natural stone, thus emu-
lating an aura of luxury. Wall and floor tiles from the Marquina 
Gold collection will bring luxury to living rooms, kitchens  
or bathrooms alike, where the quality of the finishing material 
combines with the unique atmosphere of the interior.  
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/ gold



7776

Marquina gold 120 x 280

Materials such as wood, metal and glass go well with black 
marble – however, white marble also looks great along its side. 
Such combinations in a black & white mood will be a great 
alternative for people who are looking for interesting contrasts 
in the interior.

/ gold
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7978

Marquina gold

119,7 x 279,7

5903313317542 4 0,6 cm

polished

    - polished finish          - rectified tile           - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness



8180

Marquina gold

119,7 x 279,7

5903313315814

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities  


